CHAPTER 02
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Introduction

This chapter encloses previous studies and findings of OC and SISP. Literature survey
emphasizes the necessity and the relevancy of the study for the field of IS and it
provides theoretical foundation for the study.

2.2

Organization

Organization is an integrated bound of various functions, such as services, marketing,
production and administration etc. There are departments and departmental
effectiveness and successfulness. It matters the entire organizational role.
Organizations are vital instruments in our society. Their accomplishments in industry,
banks, education, health care, or any other activity have resulted in impressive gains in
our standard of living and international power. Organizations are also creating the
setting in which the majority of us spend our lives and influence on our behavior.
Well- managed organizations are critical to our society. Some of our problems are due
to failure or ineffectiveness of organizations. Organizations are the present feature of
modern industrial society. We look to organization for food, clothing, education,
employment, entertainment, health care, transportation, and protection of our basic
rights. Nearly every aspect of modern life is influenced in one way or other by
organizations. Organizations are social entities that enable people to work together to
achieve objectives they normally could not achieve working alone.

Different definitions are given to identify the organizations. An organization is
defined as a stable, formal, and social structure that takes resource from the
environment and processes them to produce output. Technical definition focuses on
three element s of an organization. Capital and labour are the primary production
factors provided by the environment. The organization transfers these input in to
products and services in a production function. The products and services are
consumed by the environment in return for the supply input. An organization is more
stable than informal groups in terms of longevity and routines. Organizations are
formal legal entities with internal rules and procedures that must abide by law.
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Organizations also are social structures because they are a collection of social
elements, much as a machine has a structure- a particular management value, shifts,
and other parts. Behavioral definition says that the organization is a collection of
rights, privileges, obligations, and responsibilities that are directly balanced over a
period of time through conflict and conflict resolution [15].

2.2.1

Common Characteristics of Organizations

We are working as an organization since childhood to achieve our personal goals as
well as organizational goals. There are common characteristics of organizations
[14]:
l Coordination of effort
l Common goal or purpose
l Division of labour
l Hierarchy of authority

2.2.1.1 Coordination of Effort
Individuals who join together and coordinate their mental and/or physical efforts can
accomplish great and exciting things. Building the great pyramids, conquering polio,
sending manned flights to the moon – all these achievements have exceeded the
talents and abilities of any single individual. Coordination of effort multiplies
individual contributions.

2.2.1.2 Common Goal or Purpose
Coordination of effort cannot take place unless those who have joined together agree
to attempt for something of mutual interests. A common goal or purpose gives the
organization focus and its members a gathering point.

2.2.1.3 Division of Labor
By systematically dividing complex tasks into specialized jobs, an organization can
use its human resources efficiently. Division of labor permits each organization
member to become more proficient by repeatedly doing the same specialized task.
The advantages of dividing labor have been known for a long time. One of its early
advocating theory or proposal was the pioneering economist Adam Smith.
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2.2.1.4 Hierarchy of Authority
According to traditional organization theory, if anything is to be able through formal
collective effort, someone should be given the authority to see that the intended
goals are carried out effectively and efficiently. Organization theorists have defined
authority as the right to direct the actions of others. Without a clear hierarchy of
authority, coordination of effort is difficult, if not impossible to achieve.
Accountability also is enhanced by having people served in what is often called in
military language, the chain of command. This is explained by organization charts.

An organization chart is a diagram of an organization’s official positions and formal
lines of authority. In effect, an organization chart is a visual display of an
organization’s struc tural skeleton. With their familiar pattern of boxes and
connecting lines, these charts are a useful management tool because they are an
organizational blueprint for deploying human resources. Organization charts are
common in both profit and nonprofit organizations. Every organization chart has
two dimensions, one representing vertical hierarchy and one representing horizontal
specialization. Vertical hierarchy establishes the division of labor. Following are the
basics, which influence in developing the organization’s structure.
l Clear and complete organizational policies
l The activities of staff experts, when there is specialized staff the span can be
wider.
l High subordinate competence.
l Nature of work. If the work is more complicated supervision is able only to a
limited number of subordinates. On the other hand if the work is not
complicated same supervisor can supervise a larger number of people.
l Task combination. When the tasks of subordinates required more combination
l Professionalism. When the subordinates are professionals the span of control is
wider.

2.2.2

Types of Organizations

Organizations are created to pursue particular purposes; they can be classified
according to their intended purposes. The classification by organizational purpose
discussed here has four categories [14]:
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l Business organizations
l Nonprofit service organizations
l Mutual benefit organizations
l Commonweal organizations

Classifying organizations by their purpose helps clarify the variety of roles they play
in society and the similar problems shared by organizations with similar purposes.

2.2.3

Existence of Business

Commitment is essential for the long term survival of any organization. Without
support of the top managers and other parties the organizations no longer alive. To
conduct the business smoothly each party in the organization should pay their
attention to the organization. Previous researches evident that the existence and
success of business organizations lead the better OC for planning of Information
Systems strategically [8].

2.3

Commitment

Commitment means to do a duty or pledge to some thing or someone, and can refer to:
Personal commitment, interaction dominated by obligations. These obligations may be
mutual, or self- imposed, or explicitly stated, or may not. Distinction is often made
between commitments as a member of an organization (such as a sporting team, a
religion, or as an employee). A personal commitment is solemn pledge or promise to
yourself for your personal growth for the purpose of achieving a personal or spiritual
goal. Brand commitment refers to the strength of the relationship between consumers
(or customers) and a particular brand (or service). Involuntary commitment, the
practice of using legal means or forms to commit a person to a mental hospital, insane
asylum or psychiatric ward against the will or over the protests of that person.
Ontological commitment is the belief in ontology in philosophy. Commitment in
computer science says about the several branches of Computer Science around the
notion of something pledged [17]. Some researches commitment is concerned with the
level of attachment and loyalty to an organization among its employees. Organizations
increasingly compete to attract and retain the most able staff and those committed to
the organization might be expected to have longer tenure. Demands to compete
through high quality require a workforce willing to display the motivation, flexibility,
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and belief in product or service that produces high performance and commitment
should help to ensure this [18].

2.3.1

Organizational Commitment

OC is defined as the loyalty of an individual to the organization itself. Someone with
higher OC would identify strongly with the organization and take pride in considering
himself or her self a member [19]. OC is a common construct used in management,
marketing, psychology, and other disciplines as an accented of job involvement, job
satisfaction, turnover, and absenteeism [20].Commitment is a multidialectal construct.
Prevalent dimensions of this construct explored in research include continuance
commitment, nominative commitment, and general feelings of organizational loyalty
and pride. The continuance commitment perspective views commitment from the
position of loss; employees remain with an organization because they will loose
existing benefits if they leave [21].Some researchers have defined organizational
commitment as the employees’ psychological attachment to the organization. It can be
constructing with other work related to attitudes such as job satisfaction and
organizational identification [6]. Interest in commitment as an attitude has been
mainly concerned with commitment to an organization. It is equally plausible to
consider commitment to a job, a work team, a profession, to one’s family, or to a
range of other foci. Indeed, the possibility of multiple and potentially competing
commitments ha ve led to a strand of research on dual commitments [18].

Organizations have to develop IS to fulfill the different requirements of the users.
Planning IS requires the commitment of the organization. Further OC is a necessary
factor for the success of SISP. Deficiency of organizational commitment on SISP has
been shown as a major problem for the success of SISP [22]. Some researchers have
pointed out that organizational commitment means company support for SISP [7].
Research conducted by Lederer, et. al., [8] on SISP and OC was tested using the
following criteria
-

Sufficient resources were allocated to the SISP study

-

Organizational support was built for the SISP study

-

Management’s expectations for the result of the SISP study were kept
reasonably
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-

SISP study leaders and sponsors had high credibility

-

Key people stay on the SISP study from its start to finish to maintain
continuity

-

Management controlled the SISP study closely enough to resolve conflict
among different organizational subunits.

Effectiveness of the organizations SISP leads the organizational commitment [23]. OC
plays a vital role in planning Information Systems. Following sections describe the
Information Systems and its planning.

2.4.

System

System is a group of interrelated components working together toward a common goal
by accepting inputs and producing outputs in an organized transformation process
[24].Each and every point has been described here in detail.

Input

captures or collects raw data from within the organization or from its
external environment.

Processing

converts this raw input into a more meaningful form.

Output

transfers the processed information to the people who will use it or to
the activities for which it will be used.

Control

2.4.1

evaluates and corrects the operations.

Information System

IS is defined as an arrangement of people, data, processors and IT that interacts to
collect, process, and store, and provides as output information needed to support an
organization. IS in organizations capture and manage data to produce useful
information that support and organization and its employees, customers, suppliers, and
partners. Many firms consider information systems to be essential to their ability to
compete or gain competitive advantage. Most organizations have come to realize that
all works need to participate in the development of information system. Organizations
have different information systems to serve the different levels of the organizations
[1], [25].
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The ideas of IS in the organization have been identified as a strategic resource and it
provides competitive advantages [26]. A system has become a vehicle for
diversification and growth, propelling their developers into entir ely new lines of
business such as telemarketing [27]. Although the use of IS may not always lead to
industry domination, it can serve as an important weapon in a firm’s strategic arsenal.
Up to now, companies have uncovered SIS in an ad hoc fashion, without the benefit of
a planning methodology designed specifically for the purpose. But as the pace of
competition accelerates in the 80’s, competitive leaders must develop a more
systematic approach for identifying competitive advantage [27].

2.4.2

Information Systems and Organizations

Information Systems and organizations influence one another. IS must be aligned with
the organization to provide information that important groups within the organization
need .at the same time, the organization must be aware of and be open to the
influences of IS in order to benefit from new technology. The interaction between IT
and organizations is very complex and is influenced by a great many mediating
factors, including the organization’s structure, standard operating procedures, policies,
culture, surrounding environment, and management decisions. Management must be
aware that IS can markedly alter life in the organization. They cannot successfully
design new systems understanding existing systems without understanding the
organizations. Managers do decide what systems will be built, what they will do, how
they will be implemented, and so forth. Sometimes, however, the outcomes are the
result of pure chance and of both good and bad luck [15].The evaluation of the IS
function and the notation that IS serves different purposes in various organizations has
been extensively discussed. Nolan found that the IS function goes through six stages
of growth and these organizations use IS in different manner in each stage. Some
organizations’ IS activities represent an area of strategic importance [28].

2.4.3

Organization and Competitive Advantages

When talking about competitive advantages, the organizations should first understand
the firm’s relationship with its surrounding environment. Organizations exist in the
environment and cannot survive alone. Many parties interact with the organization.
From these parties the competitors are very much important. To day the business
world is higher competitive. To exceed competition, technologically sound
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Information Systems and IT play a strategic role [29].Primary role of early
Information Systems were operational and a management support. But recently
companies use IS as strategic weapon to reap significant competitive advantages [30].
Hence the pace of competition intensifies in the 80’s, the use of IS as a competitive
weapon is accelerating. Further real world examples for SIS’s are the computerized
reservation system, American airlines, the cash management of Merrill Lynch, and the
order entry system of American hospital supply [2].Competitors are producing new
products and services, and strongly marketing them. Customers are becoming more
selective in their choices of those products and services. Governments are passing
more and more legislations regulating organizations, while suppliers increasingly
attempt in innovative ways to obtain the highest possible prices for their materials. All
the while, competitors are assessing these changers in the external environment for
their own strategic business planning. In order to realize the value of new systems
Information System, - planners identify the changers in technology, competitors,
customers, government, and venders [31].

This competitive advantage results in recognition of opportunities through creativity
and innovation, followed by rapid and effective implementation of Information
Technolo gies to take advantage of these opportunities [30]. One of the most critical
issues that the IS executives have faced was competitive advantage.

2.4.4

Strategic Information System

Strategic Information Systems are Information Systems that used to support or shape
an organization’s competitive strategy, its plan is for gaining and/or maintaining
advantage [27].SIS is different from other systems as they change the way the firm
competes, they have an external (outward looking) focus, they are associated with
higher project risk, they are innovative (and not easily copied) [32]. A research
conducted for GTE- a diversified, international, telecommunications and electronics
company- The information management planning staff realized the importance of the
strategic perspective on Information Systems and took on the challenge of developing
and implementing planning processors based on the following point of view. They
notice the tasks as two- fold: introduce management to this new perspective and secure
its support, create a mechanism for generating and evaluating SIS proposals. To
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accomplish these ends, they designed a five phase SIS planning processors. The
following Table 2.1 shows the planning processors. [27].

Table 2.1- SIS planning processors
Phase

Activity

Content

Purpose

A

Introduce

Overview of SIS concepts:

Gain approval to

Information

cases of SIS applications

proceed with SIS idea

management(IM)

in other companies

generation meeting for

chief executive to SIS

IM group

concepts
B

Conduct SIS idea

Execute SIS idea-

Test SIS idea-

generation meeting

generation methodology;

generation

for IM middle

evaluate SIS ideas

methodology; identify

managers

significant SIS idea for
executive
consideration.

C

Conduct SIS idea-

Execute SIS idea-

Identify SIS ideas and

generation meeting

generation methodology;

evaluate these together

for Information

evaluate SIS ideas

with ideas from

Management

previous meeting.

executives

D

Introduce top

Overview of SIS concept

Gain approval to

business executive to

and some candidate SIS

proceed with SIS idea

SIS concept

idea for business

generation meeting for
business planners

E

Conduct SIS idea

Execute SIS idea-

Identify SIS ideas and

generation meeting

generation methodology;

evaluate these together

for corporate business evaluate SIS ideas

with ideas from

planners

previous meetings

Source: N.Rackoff, C.Wiseman, W.A.Ullrich, Information Systems for competitive
advantage: implementation of a planning process, MIS Quarterly, vol.9, no.4, 1985
December, p.289
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Further some researches have defined that the Strategic Information Systems are
computer systems at any level of organization that change the goals, operations,
products, services, or environmental relationships to help the organization to gain
competitive advantage. This system drives organizations to a new behavior pattern.
Organization may need to change their internal operations to gain advantage from new
technology. These changes require new managers, new work force, and much closer
relationship with its customers and suppliers [1]. Strategic Information Systems use IT
to develop products, services, processors and capabilities that give a business a
strategic advantage over the competitive forces it faces in its industry. Poter have
identified five competitive forces. The forcers include firm’s competitors, new
entrance, substantive products, bargaining power of suppliers, and bargaining power
of customers. IT can be used to ove rcome these forcers using following strategies
[33].

Cost strategies-

Becoming a lower cost producer, lowering your
customers or supplier cost or increasing the cost your
competitors must pay to remain in industry.

Differentiation strategies-

Developing ways to differentiate your companies
products or service from your competitors’ so, your
customers perceive your products or services as having
unique features or benefits.

Innovation strategies-

Introducing unique products or services, or making
radical changers in your business processes that course
fundamental changers in the way business is conducted
in your industry.

Table 2.2 shows the companies which are using IT to implement strategies for
competitive advantage.
Table 2.2- Strategies for competit ive advantage
Strategy

Company

Strategic

Information Business Benefits

System
Cost strategies

Levitz Furniture

Centralized buying

Cut purchasing cost
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Metropoliton Life Medical care monitoring

Cut medical cost

Deere

Cut manufacturing cost

& Machine tool control

Company
Differentiation

Navistar

strategies

Portable

computer-based Increase in market share

customer need analysis
Setco Industries

Computer

aided

Consolidated

estimation

Freightways

Customer online

job Increase in market share
Increase in market share

Shipmen tracking
Innovation

Merrill Lynch

strategies

Customer cash management Market leadership
accounts

Federal Express

Online package tracking Market leadership
and flight management

McKesson Corp

Customer order entry and Market leadership
merchandising

Source: J.A.O’Brian, Introduction to Information systems, Irwin McGraw-Hill, 8th
ed.1997, p.98

2.5

Planning

Planning involves setting objectives and policies to enable an organization or
department to deploy its resources effectively and efficiently to achieve goals [34].The
act of planning requires making risk-taking decisions at the present time with the best
possible knowledge of their outcomes. Clearly, without planning it is very difficult to
achieve any thing. The IS department should attempt to achieve the organization’s
goals and must adhere to corporate policies. By ignoring the policies of the
organization, it is impossible to deploy resources efficiently to support corporate
objectives.

2.5.1

Strategic Planning

Most corporations today have some form of corporate plan. However, very few are
successfully implemented. In theory, strategic planning is the mechanism whereby the
corporation organizes its resources and actions to achieve its objectives. It is formal
rather than an informal process, the usual contents of which are illustrated in Table
2.3, while the process of strategic planning is illustrated in Figure 01. Planning will be
conducted at hierarchical levels within the corporation, dependent upon its
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complexity. For the multi business firm, plans will be established at the corporate,
business unit and departmental or market segment levels [18].

Table 2.3 -Strategic plan components
Mission

Defines the present and desired position
of the corporation. Similarly, a mission
will apply at the business unit level.

Objectives

Qualitative and quantitative statements of
what the corporation wishes to achieve
over a measurable future. These should
be internally consistent and fit the
mission.

Goals

Specific short- and long-term quantitative
results

which

directly

sup port

the

objectives measured as key performance
indicators. They should also reflect the
critical

suc cessful

factors

for

each

business within the corporation.
Strategies

These will apply at both the corporate and
business unit levels.

Source: C.L. Cooper and C.Argyris, Encyclopedia of Management, Blackwell
publishers, 1998, p. 85
•

Corporate level - establishes strategy for the total corporation

•

Business unit - applies in three phases, as follows:

Formulating strategy
What are the critical factors for success?
What are the external opportunities and threats?
What are the relative strengths and weaknesses?
What strategic alternatives are available?
What assumptions have been made?
What sensitivities need to be tested?
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Detailed strategic programs
What specific programs achieve objectives?
What resources will these require?
What are the risks/rewards of each program?
How will these programs be managed?
Strategy implementation
What organization/human resources will be adopted?
What milestones will be used to monitor progress?
Is the MIS system appropriate?
Is the reward and sanction system appropriate?
Figure 2.1- Strategic planning process

Strategic planning has long been recognized as one of the "fundamental" activities of
top management. Typically, this activity is undertaken to reduce uncertainty to
ordinate the, efforts of organizational members, establish dialogue and lines of
communication among various organizational subgroups and proactively search for
business opportunities within the competitive domain. While the logic and purpose of
strategic planning are readily understood, the actual process and its appropriateness
within the context of the organization is rather complex. Approaches to planning are
varied, as are the results of the planning effort. Therefore, a major focus within the
literature of strategic management continues to be the conceptualization: of planning
process dimensions (or systems), and their association with measures of effectiveness
[35]. Some organizations have considered strategic planning is the most critical issue
and rank to the first in the importance [30].

Different types of strategic plans with different levels have in the organizations. The
decisions taken in each level ma y differ from one another. The different types of
strategic plans and important strategic decisions are illustrated [36] in Table 2.4
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Table 2.4- Types of strategic plans
Organizational level

Types of strategic plan

Key strategic decisions

Corporate

Corporate strategic plan

Corporate vision
Corporate objectives and
resource allocation
Corporate growth strategies
Business-unite composition

Business

Business strategic plan

Market scope
Competitive advantage

Marketing

Marketing and production

Target market approach

plan

Marketing mix approach.
Specific target market.
Specific marketing mix.
Execution action plan.

Source: W.O.Bearden, T.N.Ingram, and R.W.Lafroge,Marketing-Principles and
perspectives,McGrowHill,4th ed,2004,p.47.

2.5.2

IS Planning

Information systems (IS) planning is an organizational administration process that
involves the consideration of alternative methods for employing information,
computing; communications resources in furtherance of the Organization's
objectives and its overall "business" strategy. IS planning takes place at a number of
different levels of organizations. At the highest level of strategic IS planning, the
relationship between the organization's objectives and strategy and its IS resources
is articulated. At a much lowest Level, IS project planning involves the
specification, activities, resources, and relationships that will be required to develop
a new computer system, to install and implement new hardware and software, or
perform any other complex task involving computer resources [18].

IS planning has been considered by IS practitioners to be among the more important
IS issue. As pointed out earlier, organizations have begun to view that there is a
strategic resource, with the potential to help them adapt new strategic postures by
exploiting information based competitive advantage. Effective planning requires the
discipline and vision to foresee problems and opportunities within a turbulent and
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complex environment [37]. Among the different tasks in the organization IS planning
was considered as key IS management issue [37] and it is one of the difficult task in
an organization. McLeod [38] mentioned that the organizations have strategic plans.
Based on its strategic plan, organizations developed functional plans which would
align with the strategic plan. Each functional plan describes the utilization of resource
requirements of the function. For the information requirement CIO can integrate the
functional areas’ to develop strategic plan for information resource. Figure 2.2 shows
the integrated function for information requirement.

Integrated functional
plan

CIO

Information Systems

Marketing

Manufacturing

Finance

HRM

Figure 2.2- Integrated functions for information requirement
Source: Jr.R.McLeod, “A functional approach to strategic planning for information
resources: The key roles of the IS and HR functions”, Texas A & M University

IS planning is not a simple task. Very many difficulties have to be faced when
planning IS effectively. Lederer and Mendelow[39] identified comprehensive list of
most important ISP difficulties.

1. Determining top management’s objectives.
2. Determining the end users’ need.
3. Responding to both the short-term and long-term impact of changing
environmental factors such as: new technology, government regulations,
competitors’ action, the market, the user and the workforce.
4. Establishing and maintaining priorities.
5. Coordinating IS plans and priorities with corporate plans and priorities.
6. Estimating requirements for: hardware, labor, skills, training, space, and travel.
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7. Matching people to each project.
8. Allocating resource to new versus maintains projects.
9. Obtaining support and commitment for resources from: the users, the IS
department, and top management.
10. Implementing planning methodology.
11. Maintain flexibility in the planning process.
12. Justifying projects and their funding.
13. Planning for security and disaster.
14. Getting plans accepted.
Even though many ISP methodologies have been used for many years still the
organizations fail to deal effectively. Whit of IS related problems (due to the
methodologies) do not seem to realize the exact IS related problems. Most of them
paid attention to the technological problems but paid too little attention to the
interrelationship between IS and the organizational factors [40].
IS planning sometimes is a part of business planning at large [41] IS planning has
been identified as vital to continuing organizational success and effective IS
performance [42]. Some researches have identified information planning; as
information strategic planning and strategic IS planning are the similar wordings for
ISP.
2.5.3

IS Planning Models

According to Ramaraj[43] existing IS planning models can be broadly classified into
impact and alignment models. Impact models focus on the potential impact of IS on
organizational tasks and processes. Alignment models focus on aligning the IS
technology plan with organizational strategy and business goals. Popular impact
methodologies include value chain analysis [44], and critical success factors [45]. The
alignment methodologies include IBM’s business systems planning [46], Robert
Holland’s strategic systems planning [47], information engineering [46] and method/1
from Anderson Consulting. Each of the planning models has been discussed further in
detail.
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2.5.3.1 Value Chain Analysis
Value chain analysis is a form of business activity analysis. Further this model
highlights specific activities in business where competitive strategies can be best
applied. Every firm has collection of activities to carry out design, produce, market,
deliver, and support its product. These activities are described using a value chain.
Value chain analysis focuses on the key value-adding business activities and processes
that could be made more effective using IT. However, this methodology is too abstract
and does not address issues of systems development and implementation. Business
should try to develop SIS for both the internal value chain activities and the external
value activities that add the most value. A strategic analysis might for example,
identify sales and marketing activities where Information Systems could provide the
greater boost. The analysis might recommend the system to reduce marketing cost by
targeting marketing companies more efficiently or by providing information for
developing products more finely attuned to a firm’s target market. A series of systems,
including some links to some of the value partners, might be required to create a
strategic advantage. Figure 2.3 shows the firms value chain and the industry value
chain. It illustrated various examples of SIS for the primary activities of a firm and of
its value partners that would add a margin of value to a firm’s products or services [1].

Administration & Management
Electronic scheduling and managing system
Support
Activities

Human Resources
Workforce planning system
Technology
Computer aided design

Firm
Value
Chain

Procurement
Computerized ordering systems
Primary
Activities

Suppliers

Inbound
logistic
Automat
ed where
housing
systems

Suppliers

Operations
Computer
controlled
matching
systems

Firm

Sales &
Marketing
Computeriz
ed ordering
system

Service
Equipme
nt
maintain
s system

Distributors

Outbound
logistics
Automated
shipment
scheduling
system

Customers

Figure 2.3- Firms value chain and the industry value chain
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Source: K. C. Laudon, J. P. Laudon, Management Information System, 5th ed. Prenticehall of India, 1998, p. 92

2.5.3.2 Critical Success Factors (CSF)
CSF methodology is used for identifying key information requirements for the success
of the organization and its managers. Mainly, the methodology focuses on key
information needs of senior management and builds information systems around those
key needs. The methodology focuses more internal sources for the critical information
needs and ignores value adding aspects of IS. The methodology is more analytical
based on organizational control model of critical decisions and not comprehensive.

2.5.3.3 Business Systems Planning (BSP)/Enterprise Analysis
BSP is more process oriented. It combines top down analysis and planning with
bottom up implementation. The information requirements are derived from business
processes. The weaknesses of BSP are: detailed, time consuming, and costly; It does
not include a methodology for software design, and the planning team requires a high
degree of IT experience [1].

2.5.3.4 Strategic Systems Planning (SSP)
SSP focuses on functional areas of business and the data architecture is derived from
the business functional model. The data architecture is used to identify and design new
application systems. This methodology combines top and bottom- up implementation
though structured techniques are hyped as the answers to all systems development
problems

2.5.3.5 Information Engineering (IE)
IE is more data oriented and provides techniques for building enterprise data, process
models and a comprehensive knowledge base. The knowledge base provides
guidelines to create and maintain Information Systems. Though IE is a comprehensive
methodology, it is lengthy and the success depends on the team leader. Also, it is
difficult to get support from top mana gement.
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2.5.3.6 Method/1 (from Anderson Consulting)
It is a layered approach, having methodology at the top layer, techniques in the middle
layer, and tools supporting techniques at the bottom layer. The various techniques
supports are Data Flow Diagrams (DFD), matrix analysis, functional decomposition,
focus groups and Delphi studies. This method is comprehensive and automated tools
are supported.

Table 2.5 Summarized strengths and weakness of the above planning models
Weaknesses for building
Planning model

Strengths

flexibility and
success

Value chain analysis

Focuses on value addition

Does not support changes

for key business activities.

in business strategies. No

Helps in devising

response to environmental

application systems to

fluctuations.

support key business
processes.

Critical success factors

Helps to prioritize key

Ignores non-key

(CSF)

information systems and

applications in IS

requirements based on

planning. More subjective

critical decisions being

in nature. Fails to cover the

made by users

external systems.

Business systems planning

Application systems and

Focusing only on internal

(BSP)

requirements are derived

information requirements

from firm’s business

and not covering external

processes. Information

data-processing needs.

architecture is derived

More process-oriented and

through functional area

no value addition.

analysis.
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Strategic systems planning

Information architecture is

Functional area analysis is

(SSP)

derived from the business

done in an isolated manner

strategies and functional

and information

areas of business.

requirements are not
derived from crossfunctional areas. Ignore the
system integration issues.

Information engineering

Application systems and

More data (internal)-

(IE)

requirements are derived

oriented and no

by analyzing data models

consideration of external

of an organization.

data and value addition.
More analytical in nature.

Method/1

A three-tier approach: top-

Ignores the aspect of

tier is planning

integration of

methodology, middle-tier

Cross-functional

is techniques supporting

information systems.

methodology and the
bottom-tier has tools
supporting techniques
Source: Source: R.Palanisamy, “Strategic Information Systems Planning model for
building flexibility and success”, Industrial Management and Data Systems, vol.105,
no 1, 2005, pp.65

The above discussed SISP methodologies have some limitations so that model for IS
planning is proposed [43] in Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.4- Model for IS planning
Source: R.Palanisamy, “Startegic Information Systems Planning model for building
flexibility and success”,Industrial Management and Data Systems, vol.105, no
1,2005,pp.66.

2.6

Strategic Information System Planning

2.6.1

Evolution of IS Planning

Tracing the development of IS planning can serve to describe its various levels, since
the forms of IS planning that represented its highest and most sophisticated levels in
past eras are still conducted today. Higher (more strategic) levels of planning have
been added to the previo usly existing planning activities in each era as the IS planning
field has evolved. This approach also offers the opportunity of identifying the
underlying concepts and techniques associated with each planning paradigm.
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2.6.2

The Pre-Strategic Planning Era

In the early computer era, the most sophisticated level of IS planning involved
assessing the future computing needs of the enterprise and ensuring that adequate and
appropriate computing capacity was available to fulfill those needs. An associated
planning task was that of evaluating and selecting the applications and systems
development projects that would be founded and implemented by the enterprise. At
the project level, project plans were developed to ensure the appropriate milestones
were identified and that specific activities and tasks were assigned to appropriate IS
professionals.

The system development life-cycle (SDLC) was the primary conceptual basis for
planning in this era. The SDLC for Information Systems evolved from the basic
SDLC for complex systems. The SDLC postulated that the development of all
complex systems naturally evolved through a sequential series of phases that were
most appropriately managed in different ways, and which demanded different mixes
of resources to complete effectively and efficiently. An extremely simplified version
SDLC is shown at the center of figure 05 where it is labeled “Traditional SDLC".

In this era, the multi-project levels of planning (capacity planning and project
selection and evaluation) were based on concepts of forecasting and project selection,
respectively. Capacity planning involved the forecasting of computing requirements
and planning for the acquisition installation, and testing of new generations of
hardware and software. Project evaluation and selection were conceptually based on
the project selection methodologies that had largely been previously developed and
used in the research and development (R&D) context.

Because "cost avoidance" was the major criterion for project evaluation in this prestrategic era, this project selection procedure was relatively straight forward, primarily
involving the estimation of the costs that could be avoided if manual systems were to
be automated. This criterion usually resulted in the approval of projects that were at
the operational or operational control levels. Those projects that substituted computer
systems for human operatives or those that measured and controlled the performance
levels of operations were accepted as being cost effective. Projects, whose rationale
depended on sometimes intangible benefits that they might produce, were difficult to
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justify because of the emphasis on the cost avoidance criterion and the relatively
greater ease of forecasting costs versus benefits. The highest level plan that came into
being in some organizations during the latter part of this pre-strategic era was the "IS
master plan." This plan demonstrated the intended relationships among the various
systems and subsystems that the organization operated or planned to develop. The
need for a master plan was recognized by organizations that had developed
independent and incompatible systems. While such systems may well have been
individually effective to operate, they could not be readily integrated to provide
information that might be of use to higher- level management. Illustrative of this
situation were many banks that had developed expensive and operationally effective
product-oriented computer systems. Their checking account systems, loan systems,
and trust systems, for example, were databases and they were not readily crossreferenced to enable a marketing manager to readily determine which of the banks
products and services were utilized by a given customer. The master plan was
intended to ensure systems integration. The adoption of this notion was the precursor
to the IS strategic planning era.

2.6.3

The Early Strategic IS Planning Era.

The simple idea of deriving the IS strategy directly from the overall organizational
strategy, and thereby of developing the IS resources that best supported the
organization's strategy, had profound effect on IS planning and on IS development
activities. When IBM incorporated the notion into this widely known business systems
planning (BSP) methodology, strategic IS planning came into widespread use.

This expanded domain for IS necessitated a change from the simple, cost-avoidance
IS project selection criterion that had been in common use to more sophisticated
criteria that gave greater consideration of the potential benefits that might result from
an IS project. Because cost remained a necessary consideration and benefits were
often intangible and difficult to quantify, the net result was a multidimensional
criterion that was conceptually similar to those that had been in use in R&D project
selection for some time.

For the first time in the history of many firms, IS an application, whose benefits were
intangible, and/or more difficult to forecast than to be cost avoidance, came to be
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given higher priority. The result was that top managers developed a greater
appreciation of the IS function as a potential contributor to business value rather than
viewing IS merely as a service function.

The expanded planning horizons of IS and the emphasis on assessing and evaluating
systems in more sophisticated ways have been conceptualized in terms of the
expanded life-cycle shown in Figure 2.5 which shows a simplified version of the
"traditional SDLC" embedded in a broader life-cycle that also includes strategic
planning, systems integration planning, evalua tion, and divestment phases. These
phases serve to extend the

Strategic IS

Systems

System

Physical

System

System

planning

integration

definition

design

implementa

evaluation

Divestment

tion

planning

Traditional SDLC

Figure 2.5 -Expanded systems development life-cycle
Source: C.L. Cooper and C.Argyris, Encyclopedia of Management, Blackwell
publishers, 1998, pp.84

2.6.4

Traditional SDLC

The traditional SDLC, which applies to a single system, to a broader organizational
context. The systems integration planning phase primarily involves the sort of systems
integration functions that are implicit in the earlier notion of a "master plan". The
strategic planning phase involves the development of an IS strategy that is derived
from, and which directly supports, the business strategy.

In Figure 2.5 the two phases that are shown to begin after the traditional SDLC evaluation and divestment - reflect the growing attention that has come to be paid to
the formal evaluation of systems and the need to phase out systems. In the evaluation
phase, other measures, such as user satisfaction and business value assessments, are
commonly used to complement traditional cost, time, and technical performance
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measures. These two phases further recognize that an IS, like any complex system, has
a finite useful life. These phases reflect not only the need to evaluate systems, but also
the need to plan for the shutdown, replacement, and phasing out of systems. In the
earlier eras of IS planning, little attention was given to divestment, leading many firms
to make the implicit assumption that systems would function forever. This assumption
inevitably leads to decisions concerning systems maintenance, updating, and
modification that might be significantly different from what they would be under the
assumption of a finite useful lifespan for a system.

2.6.5

Current Trends in IS Planning

At least three major trends in IS planning are readily identifiable:
(a)

The integration of IS planning into overall organizational planning;

(b)

The integration of planning for various communications and information
technologies

(c)

The development of planning for business process reengineering as an
element of IS planning.

2.6.6

Strategic IS Planning

Strategic IS planning is the core of IS planning that directly involves the translation
of organizational objectives and strategy into data, applications, technology and
communications architectures that can best support the implementation of that
strategy and the achievement of organization's overall objectives. It also involves
assessment of the "product- market" opportunities that may be supported by existing
and planned information resources (i.e. identifying whether the organizations
information resources and competencies may suggest opportunities for it to carry
on its activities in ways that may make it more competitive in the market).

Figure 2.6 shows these two major elements of SISP in terms of two arrows that
connect an "organizational strategy set" and an "information resource strategy set.".
The former represents the organizational mission, objectives and strategies that have
been developed through a strategic "business" planning process. The right facing
arrow shows that the information resources strategy set (composed of the
information resources strategy and information infrastructure) is derived from the
organizational strategy set. The left-facing arrow describes the assessment of
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information resources that may be conducted to identify important changes in the
organizational strategy set [18].

Organizational
strategy set

Information resource
strategy set

Organizations
Mission
Objectives
Strategy

Information resource
Strategy
Information infrastructure

Figure 2.6- Strategic IS Planning
Source: C.L. Cooper and C.Argyris, Encyclopedia of Management, Blackwell
publishers, 1998, pp.84-85

Strategic IS planning is an important and challenging management function. Chief
executives, corporate general managers, and IS executives want to improve it [8]. To
answer the question why SISP is so important, significant evolutionary evidence can
be found. The challenging technology and recognition of its importance as a corporate
resource drove this evolution. Specifically, the proliferation of internet based
computing, outsourcing, personal computers, and user applications tended to push
developmental activities outside the exclusive domain of professional IS groups,
creating challengers that did not exist when SISP was first conceived. Also,
organizations are aggressively searching for new ways to leverage information,
knowledge, and IT in supporting strategic goals and competitiveness. Hence most of
the firms consider SISP is both proactive search for competitive and value-adding
opportunities, as well as the development of broad policies and procedures for
integrating, coordinating, controlling and implementing the IT resource [48].
Researcher uses the following definition for this research. SISP is the process to
determine computer-based applications, to help organizations and to achieve its
business objectives. It includes formulating IS objectives, defining strategies and
policies to achieve them, and developing detailed plans to effect the strategies and
policies [5]. SISP is identified as an important management function. It help
organizations to use IT more competitively, identify new, higher payback IT
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applications, and better forecast IT resource requirement[8]. SISP remains a top
concern of many of many organizations [41]. Conflicts among stakeholders
significantly and negatively affects the SISP process [49].Some researches have
proposed a five phase framework for ISP [49] which is shown in table 2.6.

Table 2.6- Five phase framework for ISP
Stage

Stage 1-Activating

Stage 2-Pursuing Strategic Value

Business Change
Phase

Perception

Evaluating

Selection

Construction Review

phase

phase

phase

phase

phase

Generation

Assessment

of

of ISP

preliminary

effectiveness.

Identification Identification
Purpose

Change

of IS

of required

strategic

business

value

functions

Unfreezing

Change

Prioritization
of potential
IS projects

IS plans
Change

process

Refreezing

Follow- up
and feedback

Source: G.G.Lee and J.C.Pai, effects of organizational context and inter- group
behavior on the success of SISP: an empirical study, Behavior and Information
Technology, vol. 22, no.4, 2003 July, p.268.

Above five-phase framework enables organizations to constructs IS plans through the
implementation of the three step change process. Hence strategic planning is an
ongoing adjustment process, not a grand design process. The proposed framework
enables users at all levels to participate to the process of strategy formulation and to
modify strategic plans based on the view points provided by various stakeholders’
[49].Further literature suggested that SISP aim is to alignment IS with business goals,
exploiting IT for competitive advantage, directing efficient and effective management
of IS resources, and lastly developing technology policies and architecture [41].
Grover and Segars have suggested three stagers of planning. Figure 2.7 shows the
stages of SISP [48]
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Figure 2.7- Three stagers of planning
Source: V.Grover, and A.H.Segars,”An empirical evaluation of stages of strategic IS
planning: patterns of process design and effectiveness, Information and management,
vol.42, 2005, p.765

The study identified that there are stages of SISP which involve preliminary, evolving
and mature. The significant numbers of firms were within each of the three stages, and
the qualitative differences in, process, outcome, and context in each of the three
stages. These firms have different processes in each SISP stage followed a certain
(predictable) pattern with respect to the SISP process dimensions. The research found
out that the firms have different outcomes in each SISP stage. Also firms in each SISP
stage had a different context. These stages reflect a learning model of SISP. Most
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prior models suggest learning implications as firms evolve and adapt to changes in
their context. Further these stages have discussed in detail. Newkirk and Lederer have
identified five IS planning phases and tasks [50] which is shown in table 2.7.

Table 2.7- Five IS planning phases
Strategic awareness

- Determining key planning issues

(i.e., planning the IS

- Defining planning objectives

planning process

- Organizing the planning team(s)
- Obtaining top management
commitment

Situation analysis
(i.e.. analyzing the

- Analyzing current business
- Analyzing current organizational

current environment)

systems
- Analyzing current information systems
- Analyzing the current external business
environment
- Analyzing the current external IT
environment

Strategy conception
(i.e.. conceiving

- Identifying major IT objectives
- Identifying opportunities for

strategy alternatives)

improvement
- Evaluating opportunities for
improvement
- Identifying high level IT strategies

Strategy formulation
(i.e. selecting strategy)

- Identifying new business processes
-

Identifying new IT architectures

- Identifying specific new projects
- Identifying priorities for new projects
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Strategy implementation

- Defining change management approach

planning (i.e. planning

- Defining action plan

strategy implementation)

-

Evaluating action plan

- Defining follow-up and control
procedure
Source: H.E.Newkirk and A.L.Lederer, The effectiveness of strategic IS planning
under environmental uncertainty, Information & Management, vol. 43, 2006, p.489.

Well managed SIS offers greater opportunities to the organization. SISP is one of the
factors that could facilitate to manage SISs. Strategic pla nning uses a business vision
and business drivers to create an IT architecture and tactical IS plans for the business
use of information technology. The process illustrated in figure 2.8 is business driven
not technical driven. Companies do SISP with four main objectives in mind.

- Business Alignment- Aligning investment in IT with a company’s business vision
and strategic business goals.
- Competitive Advantage- Exploiting IT to create innovative and strategic business
Information Systems for competitive advantage
- Resource Management-

Developing plans for the efficient and effective

management of company’s IS resources, including IS personnel, hardware,
software, data, and network resource.
- Technical Architecture-

Developing technology policies and designing an IT

architecture that integrates the inter-networked computer systems, databases, and
applications of the organizations [33].
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Figure 2.8- Model for IS planning
Source: Segars. A.H., and Gorver.V. (1999), Profiles of strategic IS planning,
Information Systems research, vol.10, no.3, p.200.

Further researches have identified various models for IS planning. The model consists
of four stages which are strategic planning, requirement analysis, resource allocation
and project planning. Strategic IT planning establishes the relationship between the
overall organizational plans and the IT plan. Information requirements analysis
identifies broad, organizational information requirements to establish a strategic
information architecture that can be used to direct specific application development.
Resource allocation allocates both IT application development resources and
operational resources. Project planning develops a plan that outlines schedules and
resource requirements for specific IS projects. Most organizations engage in all four
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stages, but their involvement in the specific stages tends to be sporadic and prompted
by problems as they occur, instead of reflecting a systematic, stage by stage process.
The four-stage model can be expanded to include major activities and outputs of the
four stages. The model moves from a high level of abstraction to a more concrete
formulation of IT planning activities.

2.6.7

SISP Approaches

Earl [23] described, sometimes IS planning is a special endeavor and sometimes it is a
part of business planning at large. However when members of the organization
describe how decisions on IS strategy are initiated and made, a coherent picture is
gradually painted where the underpinning philosophy, emphasis, and influences stand
out. There are the principles distinguishing features of an approach. The elements of
an approach can be seen as the nature and place of method, the attention to and style
of processors, and the focus on and probability of implementation. The five
approaches are labeled as business led, method driven, administrative, technological,
and organizational. In business led approach IT investment plan is defined on the basis
of the current business strategy. This approach emphasize that the business strategy
should lead IT strategy. In method driven approach IS needs are identified with the
use of techniques and tools. Technological approach focus analytical modeling
(Computer Aided Software Engineering) and other tools are used to execute the IT
plans. Administrative approach describes that the IT plans is established by the
steering committee or management to implement an approved IS initiative. In
organizational approach present, the IT investment plan is derived from a business
consensus view of all stakeholders in the organization of how IT/IS fits the
organization’s overall business objectives. Organizations may use one or more of
these approaches, or some combinations or variant of them.

2.6.8

Parties Involved in SISP

Planning IS involves many parties. A SISP participant includes top business,
functional areas, and IS managers [51].It is not only the duty of top management but
also all the parties working in systems should participate in planning. Getting user
involvement in planning will improve the quality of the system. Hence, the target of
the planning is typically the entire business enterprise or one or more of its business
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units. In the broader sense the purpose of SISP is to align IT organization with the
strategic goals of the enterprises or those units.

2.7

SISP Success

Even though there are many factors contributed to the success of SISP, the
organization should be able to perceive the IS management system which the SISP is
to support. Hence IS planning system must begin with understanding of basic
components of IS management system [52]. Gover and Segars[48] argued that
successful SISP should help achieve alignment between IS and business strategies,
analyze and understand the business and its associated technologies, foster
cooperation and partnership among functional managers and user groups, anticipate
relevant events and issues within the competitive environment, and adapt to
unexpected organizational and environmental change. Achieving SISP objectives can
be used as achieving the success of SISP. One research identified the SISP objectives
as follows [31].

These objectives are used as SISP success measures. Measures are listed below [5].
1. Align IT with business needs.
- Organizations will be better able to know how to align SISP to its business
environment and business needs[31]
2. Gain a competitive advantage from Information Technology
3. Identify new and higher payback applications
4. Identify strategic applications
5. Increase top management commitment to IT
6. Improve communication about IT with users
7. Forecast IT resource requirement
8. Allocate IT resources
- Organizations will be better able to know how to allocate the limited
resources wisely to various aspects of IT[31]
9. Develop an information architecture
10. Increase the visibility of IT in the organization
One research argues [48] that SISP success was defined as a combination of the extent
to which an organization achieved each of its objectives. The followings are the
objectives which are going to achieve
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Align information with business needs
Gain competitive advantage from IT
Identify new and higher pay back applications
Identify strategic application

Successful SISP should achieve alignment between IS and business strategies, analyze
and understand the business and its associated technologies, foster corporation and
partnership among functional managers and user groups, anticipate relevant events
and issues within the competitive environment, and adapt to unexpected
organizational and environmental change.
IS planning success can be measured in terms of the benefits of the planning process
(such as improved top management support and involvement, better understanding of
the organization and its business), and/or in terms of applications that are developed as
a result of planning [53]. Two dimensioned model were used to study the planning
success. Figure 2.9 shows the schematic representation of the two-dimensional model
of planning system success.
IS planning
system
success

.

Fulfillment of
IS planning
objectives

IS planning
system success
capability

Figure 2.9- Two-dimensional model of planning system success
Source: B. Raguhunathan and T.S.Raguhunathan, “Adaptation of planning success
model to IS planning”, Information Systems research, vol.5, no. 3, p.332, 1994,

A research conducted by Newkirk and Lederer identified the following factors as SISP
success measure [50]
Alignment
- Understanding the strategic priorities of top management
- Aligning IS strategies with the strategic plan of the organization
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- Adapting the goals/objectives of IS to changing goals/objectives of the
organization
- Maintaining a mutual understanding with top management on the role of IS in
supporting strategy
- Identifying IT-related opportunities to support the strategic direction of the
firm
- Educating top management on the importance of IT
- Adapting technology to strategic change
- Assessing the strategic importance of emerging technologies
Analysis
- Understanding the information needs of organizational subunits
- Identifying opportunities for internal improvement in business processes
through IT, Improved understanding of how the organization actually operates
- Development of a "blueprint" which structures organizational processes
- Monitoring of internal business needs and the capability of IS to meet those
needs, maintaining an understanding of changing organizational processes and
procedures.
- Generating new ideas to reengineer business processes through IT.
- Understanding the dispersion of data, applications, and other technologies
throughout the firm
Cooperation
- Avoiding the overlapping development of major systems
- Achieving a general level of agreement regarding the risks/trade-offs among
system projects establishing a uniform basis for prioritizing projects
- Maintaining open lines of communication with other departme nts
- Coordinating the development effo rts of various organizational subunits
- Identifying and resolving potential sources of resistance to IS plans
- Developing

clear

guidelines

of

managerial

responsibility

for

plan

implementation
Capabilities
- Ability to identify key problem areas
- Ability to identify new business opportunities
- Ability to align IS strategy with orga nizational strategy,
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- Ability to anticipate surprises and crises
- Ability to understand the business and its information needs.
-

Flexibility to adapt to unanticipated changes.

- Ability to gain cooperation among user groups for IS plans

Earl [41] identified top management involvement, top management support, business
strategy availability, study business before technology, and good IS management is
the success factors of SISP. These success factors are the objectives of SISP. There
are unsuccessful features of SISP which are resource constraints, not fully
implemented, lack of top management acceptance, length of time involved, and poor
user IS a relationship. Further the benefits of SISP is align IS with business needs, top
management support, better priority setting, competitive advantage applications, top
management involvement, and user/line management involvement.

2.8

Issues of Strategic IS Plan

Successfulness of IS planning depends on level of knowledge of IS planning
problems. This will enhance the probability of a successfulness of the output of
planning. When planning, following problems have faced during launching,
development and implementation phases [54]. Planning problems are shown in table
2.8.

Table 2.8- Planning problems
Problems in launching the IS planning effort
1

Failing to get top management support for the planning effort.

2

Not having free communication and commitment to change throughout
the organization.

3

Being unable to obtain sufficiently qualified personnel to do a proper
job.

4

Delegating the planning responsibility to an individual without sufficient
experience, influence, or time to do a thorough job.

5

Not investing sufficient ‘‘front-end’’ time to ensure that all planning
tasks and individual responsibilities are well understood.

6

Not having a steering committee that is highly committed.
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7

Not having a clear-cut corporate plan to guide the information systems
planning effort.

8

Failing to anticipate new developments in information technologies (IT)
which might affect the strategic IS plan.

9

Ignoring the people and politics side of planning.

10

Not being in sufficient control of systems development and computer
operations performance to have credibility with users.

11

Underestimating the need for a clear, concise, formal planning
procedure.

12

Deciding on too long a planning horizon.

13

Not viewing planning as a learning process for users.

14

Failing to get top management support for the planning effort.

Problems in developing the strategic IS plan
1

Failing to sufficiently involve top management.

2

Ignoring business goals.

3

Failing to translate goals and strategies into action plans.

4

Failing to sufficiently involve users.

5

Relying exclusively on user ‘‘wish lists’’ for application ideas.

6

Neglecting to assess realistically internal weaknesses of the IS group in
determining capabilities to carry out the recommended strategy.

7

Not performing a top–down analysis to identify critical functional areas
that the IS plan has to support.

8

Failing to consider and explicitly evaluate alternative IS strategies in
order to give top management a meaningful choice.

9

Failing to review the strategic IS plan with all managers concerned so as
to obtain support and cooperation for its implementation.

10

Requiring too much formality so as to restrain creativity on the part of
the planners and users in defining information requirements.

Problems in using the strategic IS plan
1

Difficult to secure top management commitment to implement the IS
plan.

2

Neglecting to adjust the IS plan to reflect major environmental changes.

3

Ignoring the IS plan once it has been developed.
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4

Consistently making intuitive decisions which conflict with the approved
strategy

5

Not using the IS plan as a standard for measuring managerial
performance.

6

The IS plan is not comprehensive.

Source: T.S.H. Teo. and J.S.K. Ang, “An examination of major IS planning
problems,” International Journal of Information management, vol.21 no.6, 2001,
p.461.

Due to the following reasons SISP success fails. Resource constraints, not fully
implemented, lack top management acceptance, length of time involved, and poor
user-IS relationships [41].Strategic information systems mainly target the following
areas. Aligning investment in IS with business goals, exploiting IT for competitive
advantage, directing efficient and effective management of IS resources, and
developing technology policies and architectures [41]

2.9

Organizational Commitment and SISP

OC and SISP has a relationship. This relationship leads to change the performance of
the business organizations. One research identified as OC increases, SISP success
increases until it reaches maximum; as OC continues to increase, success decreases.
This is consistent with the notion that too much planning (in terms of OC) can be
detrimental to SISP success. It thus suggests the existence of some optimum level of
OC [8].

2.10

Conclusion

A strategic IS planning is an important and challenging management function. Chief
executives, corporate general managers, and information systems executives want to
improve it. Perhaps careful assessment of the extent of planning practices can help
them do so.
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